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Abstract  
 

The real-world process of generating a large spatio-temporal data set performs  
a very challenging problem. From the one hand it is a very expensive process, re-
quiring sometimes state of the art software tools and very complicated hardware 
(sensors, servers, GPS infrastructure etc.);while from the other hand the recorded 
trajectories sometimes cannot represent any special traffic or movement patterns 
since they refer to specific vehicles or people that cannot be easily integrated to 
groups. thus there seems to be a serious need for large amounts of  real life mobili-
ty data To achieve this, a big number of  moving object generators have been de-
veloped, in order to help even people that are not familiarized with the virtual cre-
ation of such objects, to evaluate their performance, in general, through their 
mobility patterns. 

This thesis tries to compare the previous work on data generators, analyze them  
and propose a modern data generator that among its other common features can 
generate "enriched"  (semantic) trajectories which are derived from a given gen-
eral semantic scenario and follow real life mobility patterns. 
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Περίληψη  
 
 

 
Η δυνατότητα του πραγματικού κόσμου να παράγει μεγάλα σύνολα χωρο χρο-

νικών δεδομένων αποτελεί ένα πολύ δύσκολο ζήτημα.Από τη μία πλευρά είναι 
μια πολύ δαπανηρή διαδικασία , απαιτώντας ενίοτε λογισμικά υπερσύγχρονα και 
πολύ περίπλοκο υλικό ( αισθητήρες , servers , GPS, υποδομές κλπ.)? , Ενώ από 
την άλλη πλευρά, οι τροχιές που καταγράφονται μερικές φορές δεν μπορεί να α-
ντιπροσωπεύουν ειδικά μοτίβα κυκλοφορίας ή κίνησης , δεδομένου ότι αναφέρο-
νται σε συγκεκριμένα οχήματα ή άτομα που δεν μπορούν εύκολα να ενσωματω-
θούν σε ομάδες . Έτσι φαίνεται να υπάρχει μια σοβαρή ανάγκη για μεγάλες 
ποσότητες των πραγματικών δεδομένων της πραγματικής κίνησης. Για να επιτευ-
χθεί αυτό , ένας μεγάλος αριθμός γεννητριών κινούμενων αντικειμένων έχουν α-
ναπτυχθεί , προκειμένου να βοηθήσουν ακόμη και άτομα που δεν είναι εξοικειω-
μένα με την εικονική δημιουργία τέτοιων αντικειμένων , με σκοπό να καταφέρουν 
αξιολογούν τις επιδόσεις τους , σε γενικές γραμμές , μέσω των προτύπων κινητι-
κότητας τους. 

Η εργασία αυτή προσπαθεί να συγκρίνει την προηγούμενη εργασία στις γεννή-
τριες των σημασιολογικών δεδομένων , να τις αναλύσει και να προτείνει μια σύγ-
χρονη γεννήτρια δεδομένων που ανάμεσα στα άλλα κοινά χαρακτηριστικά της 
μπορεί να δημιουργήσει «εμπλουτισμένες» ( semantic ) τροχιές οι οποίες προέρ-
χονται από ένα γενικό σημασιολογικό σενάριο και οι οποίες ακολουθούν πραγμα-
τικά πρότυπα κινητικότητας. 
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1 Introduction 

The real-world process of generating a large spatiotemporal data set performs  a 
very challenging problem. From the one hand it is a very expensive process, re-
quiring sometimes state of the art software tools and very complicated hardware 
(sensors, servers, GPS infrastructure etc.);while from the other hand the recorded 
trajectories sometimes cannot represent any special traffic or movement patterns 
since they refer to specific vehicles or people that cannot be easily integrated to 
groups. it is undisputed that the pros deriving from the GPS equipped mobile de-
vices technology, such as smart phones, GPS navigation devices, tablets etc. along 
with the vast spread of those devices and the development of the appropriate tech-
niques for storing, processing, querying, and mining such data, has led to the gen-
eration of monstrous amounts of GPS-like data. Nevertheless, converting this kind 
of data into a meaningful form in terms of mobility is not an easy task. During this 
procedure a lot of spatiotemporal algorithms and data structures are used. To 
achieve this, simple and comprehensible  methods of performance evaluation, 
must be used . Thus huge amounts of real life mobility data are necessary but un-
fortunately they cannot be easily obtained. The use of these techniques is wide-
spread, since they accommodate the study of the movement of objects in the space 
over time. Therefore, the evaluation of spatiotemporal algorithms is required be-
cause through them one can understand, and hence resolve problems created by 
the movement of objects such as traffic problems, transportation of groups of en-
dangered animals etc. As a result, a big number of  moving object generators have 
been developed, in order to help even people that are not familiarized with the vir-
tual creation of such objects, to evaluate their performance, in general, through 
their mobility patterns. 

The generators proposed so far in the literature are divided in two categories: 
microscopic and macroscopic. Microscopic generators deal with single vehicles. 
The models produced by the microscopic generators are mostly used to evaluate 
traffic efficiency regarding speed and travel time. They basically focus on simulat-
ing traffic signal regulation, route control and traffic condition estimation. Each of 
these generators uses its own control strategies and algorithms. On the other hand, 
macroscopic generators deal with the traffic flow (and not with single vehicles) at 
a higher abstraction level than the microscopic generators . They are employed to 
evaluate traffic flow as a whole without consideration of the characteristics and 
features of individual vehicles in the traffic. The proposed data generator, even 
though it holds a lot of the characteristics that the microscopic generators hold, it 
is considered to be a macroscopic generator. 

An interesting category of algorithms and techniques performed on mobility 
data aims at the behavioral analysis of people moving in an urban environment 
and performing their daily activities. The outcome of such an analysis could assist 
in “smart” and efficient city planning and thus having a great impact in the im-
provement of the everyday life of people living in an urban environment. Unfortu-
nately, real raw mobility data lack essential behavioral info. Moreover, real mobil-
ity data that incorporate behavioral information are hard to acquire. In most cases, 
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such datasets are small in size and cannot be considered as “big”. Taking into ac-
count all of the above, it can be inferred that the evaluation of the algorithms and 
techniques mentioned above is not a straightforward task. Furthermore, the same 
applies for the evaluation of the efficiency and scalability of a data management 
infrastructure, designed for this kind of data.  
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2 Related Work 

One of the first moving object generators is GSTD[1] (Theodoridis et al. 
1999),which creates moving points and moving rectangles in one area without 
network constraints.  
 

 
 
 

  
Figure 1. Movement using GSTD 

 
During the time the objects generated can change positions and size.  
 
A newer version of this generator [2] (Pfoser and Theodoridis 2003), gives the us-
er more features, allowing greater agility. 
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Figure 2. Movement using extended GSTD 

 
An improvement of this generator is that the parallelogram generated acts as an 
obstacle for other objects, so the movement is not completely independent.  
The purpose of another generator was to evaluate the algorithm presented in 
(Pelekis et al. 2009). This generator, which is based in GSTD presented above, 
sets a number of points and generates moving objects that during their trajectory 
must pass through those points (a kind of stop). During their motion, the objects 
are divided into groups, since all objects must necessarily pass through the points 
that have been set, so it can then evaluate the clustering algorithm is the purpose 
of this work. These features help to partially display real situations - routes. Given 
that, in the real world there are objects moving on predefined tracks (cars on 
roads, trains on tracks, etc.), the objects created by the generator shall be unsuita-
ble for measuring performance of algorithms on moving objects over a network. 

 
 Another embodiment of  the GSTD generator is CENTRE (Cellular Network Tra-
jectories Reconstruction Environment) [3] (Giannotti et al. 2005), which examines 
movements of objects in mobile networks, using data from cell phone providers 
and simulating larger numbers of objects. It uses some characteristics of GSTD, 
but the main difference is that groups can be defined according to their special 
characteristics (e.g. direction, speed, agility and obstacles). For example, cars can 
be obstructed by rectangular obstacles (buildings) while people not. So people 
have arbitrary motion in space, but with less speed.  
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Figure 3. Movement using C4C generator 

 

 
The G-TERD (Tzouramanis et al. 2006) [4] is a generator that produces large sets 
of objects that constantly move and change sizes in two-dimensional regions. The-
se items are not merely points but define areas which have shape, size  and color 
for the display of the different properties that are between them. The user has the 
ability to modify some of their parameters, such as maximum speed, angle of 
movement, interaction with other objects, the initial position of the object, etc. 
This generator could easily be used to monitor objects. But even here the move-
ment is unrestricted, so it doesn’t serve for observing objects moving over a net-
work.  

 

 
Figure 4. Movement using G-TERD 

 
Oporto (Saglio and Moreira 2001)[5] is another data generator which simulates 
the scenario with fishing boat. Like previous generators, Oporto offers many fea-
tures to the user. Nevertheless, the motion of object sis arbitrary in two-
dimensional space, which does not allow us to study the motion of objects over a 
network. 
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Figure 5 . Oporto generator 

 
An early attempt to create a network -constraint data generator was made by 

Dr. Thomas Brinkhoff (Brinkhoff et al. 2002)[6]. He created an open-source 
generator, with graphical interface for objects moving over a network. During the 
simulation, new objects are created in random locations on the grid and disappear 
when (and if) they reach their destination. These objects are separated at their cre-
ation in groups (can be displayed in different colors) to highlight different proper-
ties may have. The speed and the path followed by each object depend on the 
group to which it belongs, but also from the point located at all times. This is be-
cause each edge of the network has a maximum capacity, which if exceeded, af-
fects the speed of moving objects in it. The basic functions, such as the number of 
moving objects or timing simulation of the generator can be regulated by a limited 
set of parameters that are easily changed, not necessarily from experienced users. 
But to make some other major changes, such as the speed of the objects or the ini-
tial and final position, the user will need to be more specific, since you will need 
to refer to the code. The original generator intends to represent specific objects 
and paths not monitor specific objects for some time, which does not allow proper 
measurement network performance.  
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Figure 6. Brinkhoff generator 

 
 
 
Another example of moving object simulator over a network is SUMO (Simu-

lation of Urban Mobility) (Krajzewicz et al. 2002)[7], an open source generator 
that simulates the movements of private and public transport. In the simulations, 
vehicle movements are represented in a network that does not allow conflicts; the 
streets are two-way, etc., thus completing the picture of a real network. An addi-
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tional feature of the generator SUMO is that the behavior of moving objects gen-
erated is based on the proper interaction between them. So the movement of each 
object that is created depends on the motion of other objects in the network de-
sign. This, however, limits quite the scholar, since if it wanted to simulate some 
extreme movements in the network will be quite difficult, since the movements of 
other objects on the network will adjust on it. This feature makes the network not 
function as a real network.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Conversion of simple, plain network data into a complete de-
scription (SUMO generator) 

The most recent study is (Düntgen et al. 2008)[10], which simulates move-
ments of objects over the network of the city of Berlin for a given period of time 
and capture their positions. Instead of implementing a standalone dedicated gen-
erator software, the infrastructure of Secondo MOD [11] is utilized. The traffic in 
this generator, is long term, i.e. simulates movements of objects for long periods, 
for example a day or more, in contrast to the other generators which have shorter 
time strokes. 
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Figure 8. Node Selection Strategies using BERLIN- MOD 

 
Besides generators studying the natural movement of objects on maps, which 

are the majority, there is a different generator that is studying social and geo-
demographic data. The ST-ACTS (Gidofalvi and Pedersen 2006)[12] considers 
how objects move through space because they have to perform a particular activi-
ty, which can only be performed at a particular point, both in space and in time. 
Through the experiments made with this generator we study the distribution of ac-
tivities in space that can help develop appropriate spatiotemporal data manage-
ment systems and data mining techniques.  
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Figure 9. Validity of ST–ACTS in terms of TACs 

 
Another data generator, which attempts to combine the generation of moving 

objects traveling through different environments and with multiple transportation 
modes, is MWGen (Xu and Güting, 2012) [13]. This generator basically tries to 
generate moving objects in different environments where the precise location in 
each environment and transportation modes are managed. 
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Figure 10. MWGen  - Experimental results 

 
The GAMMA framework (Hu and Lee, 2005) [14] represents moving object 

behavior as trajectories in the spatiotemporal. The generation process is consid-
ered as an optimization problem and is solved by the utilization of a genetic algo-
rithm. In fact this framework is a generator “by example”, which means that it re-
ceives as input a set of trajectories and tries to generate similar “activity” 
trajectories that enclose real–life activity patterns. The generated trajectories will 
be similar to the input trajectories. So in order for the generator to simulate spatio-
temporal activities of an entire population, a representative sample is needed. 

MATSim is a micro simulator that provides a framework for fast, dynamic,  
large-scale agent-based transport simulations, such as demand-modeling, agent-
based mobility-simulation (traffic flow simulation), re-planning, a controller to it-
eratively run simulations as well as methods to analyze the output generated. It 
supports large scenarios with several millions agents or network with hundreds of 
thousands of streets. Throughout the simulation, it gathers numerous key values 
from the simulation and outputs them in order to provide the user with a quick 
overview of the status of the simulation.  

An entirely different approach is the MinnesotaTraffic Generator which is not 
actually a data generator but it’s a web application that acts as an interface layer 
on top of the Brinkhoff or BerlinMOD generators. The main contribution of this 
tool is that the end user avoids the installation and complicated configuration steps 
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necessary to get either Thomas-Brinkhoff or BerlinMod both up and running, and 
+\he is able to work on a user specified region. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Minnesota data generator 
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3 Requirement gathering and analysis 

3.1 Development Process model 

 
There are many software development methods that are employed during de-

velopment process of software, these approaches are also referred as “Software 
Development Process Models” (e.g. Waterfall model, incremental model, V-
model, iterative model, etc.). Each model follows its own life cycle in order to en-
sure success. For the proposed data generator we partially followed the  Waterfall 
model. This model is a popular version of the systems development life cycle 
model for software engineering. Often considered the first approach to the systems 
development life cycle, the waterfall model describes a linear and sequential  de-
velopment method. Development in a Waterfall model basis has separate tasks for 
each phase of development like a waterfall on a mountain. Once the water has 
flowed over the edge of the crag and has begun its journey down, it cannot turn 
back. It looks like waterfall development. Once a part of development process is 
completed, the development proceeds to the next part and there is no return. 

 

 
Figure 12. Waterfall model 

 

http://istqbexamcertification.com/what-is-waterfall-model-advantages-disadvantages-and-when-to-use-it/
http://istqbexamcertification.com/what-is-incremental-model-advantages-disadvantages-and-when-to-use-it/
http://istqbexamcertification.com/what-is-v-model-advantages-disadvantages-and-when-to-use-it/
http://istqbexamcertification.com/what-is-v-model-advantages-disadvantages-and-when-to-use-it/
http://istqbexamcertification.com/what-is-iterative-model-advantages-disadvantages-and-when-to-use-it/
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3.2 Problem Formulation 

 
Generally, moving object data generators can be categorized with respect to the 

characteristics they hold. These characteristics are: 

• User Defined Input. The generator takes as input movement fea-
tures, such as speed, agility, direction etc. 

• Obstacle Areas. Another important feature that some generators 
hold is whether they can represent obstacles which have to be 
avoided by the moving objects.  

• Crossing Points. Many generators generate moving objects which, 
during their trajectory, must pass through some predetermined 
points (Crossing Points). 

• Civil Environment Simulation. How realistic can a generator simu-
late civil environment conditions. This can be done by its ability to 
handle such data (Land use, Points of Interest etc).  

• Network-Based Movement. Generated moving objects can either 
move freely in the space or move according to a network. Moreover, 
several generators not only create objects that their movement is 
constrained to a subjacent network but also take into account sup-
plementary attributes of the network, such as the capacity, the max-
imum speed etc. There are also data generators that obligate the 
generated moving objects to move accordingly to additional net-
work constraints such as maximum speed ,max network capacity 
etc. 

• Moving Objects Interaction. The case in which each generated mov-
ing object interacts with others resulting in its movement parameters 
alternation. 

• Moving Objects Categorization. Another data generator feature is 
their ability to categorize generated moving objects in groups that 
are characterized by dissimilar mobility characteristics and as a re-
sult conform to different standards. 

• Semantics Info. Rarely, data generators have the ability to handle 
with information about the general activity of the generated moving 
object. Thus, they can support multilevel analysis of their behavior.  
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• Generation-by-example. Another not so common feature of recent 
data generators is their capability of taking as input sets of real life 
trajectories and generating objects that follow the mobility patterns 
that are given as input. 

• Long Term Generation. An extra feature that certain generators own 
is the constant generation of moving object during long time peri-
ods. It can be lead to reliable conclusions if the simulation refers to 
behavior analysis of big datasets lasting long time periods. 

•  Synchronized Output .Given a set of semantic patterns as input 
some generators are able of producing logs, after completing the 
generation, that visualize not only the semantic trajectories but also 
the raw trajectories. 
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GSTD 
family √ √ √  

 
√ √  

 

  

CENTRE √ √   
 

 √  
 

  

Brinkhoff √ 
 

  √ √ √  
 

  

SUMO √ 
 

  √ √ √  
 

  

GAMMA        √ √   

BerlinMOD 
  

√ √ √ √ 
 

√ 
 

  

MWGen     √  √     

Hermoupolis 
  

√ √ √ √ √ √ 
 

  

   
                                 Table 1.Data Generators by Feature Comparison 
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The goal of building a moving object generator that complies with previous 
stated algorithms could be achieved if it could incorporate as much as possible of 
the above characteristics. To the best of our knowledge, such a generator has not 
been proposed in the literature. Such a synthesizer could be produced by combin-
ing a moving object data generator and an activity generator, which will produce 
the synchronized output (both network constrained trajectories and “semantically” 
enriched trajectories).  
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4 System Design 

Informally, the proposed data generator will receive as input a set of mobility 
behavior “profiles”, formally defined in section,  a database table containing 
points of interest (POIs), and the underlying road network (N). Our approach uti-
lizes the Brinkhoff generator and makes it capable of generating moving objects 
which during their trajectory (trip) have to pass through some points of interest 
(areas, buildings etc).These predefined points are given by the set of mobility pro-
files. By adding this functionality, the conception of generating objects enriched 
with activity information is being embedded in the generator. As a result of that, 
both the raw network constrained trajectories and the “semantically” enriched tra-
jectories generated, are synchronized. Furthermore, we tried to insert the temporal 
element into the generator, since the given mobility profiles contain such info, by 
extending it in order to ensure that each moving object will stop to predetermined 
point for the current period of time. 

In order to become clear what our proposed generator should do we must give 
additional definitions which further analyzing and explaining the input infor-
mation.      
More particularly, 
 

4.1 Raw trajectory τ 

 
A raw trajectory  of a moving object is a triple where  
is the unique identifier of the moving object,  is the unique identifier of the 
trajectory and  is a sequence of  spatiotemporal points with 

. At this point, it has to be clarified that between consecutive points 
 and  is assumed. 

 

4.2 Raw sub-trajectory τ' 

 
A raw sub-trajectory  is a portion of a raw trajectory  and it is defined by the 
tuple where ,  and  are the 
unique identifiers of the moving object, trajectory and sub-trajectory 
ly.  is the part of the trajectory  between two timestamps  and  with .  
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4.3 Semantic Trajectory τsem 

 
Having defined a raw trajectory  and a raw sub-trajectory  we can 

proceed to the definition of the semantic trajectory. Informally, a semantic 
trajectory can be defined as a sequence of successive STOP and MOVE epi-
sodes.Formally, a STOP or MOVE corresponds to a sub-trajectory. A sub-
trajectory  is considered as a STOP if and only if its spatial (temporal) pro-
jection obeys a predefined spatial (temporal, resp.) constraint Cspace (Ctime, 
resp.). In any other case  is considered a MOVE. An episode  also corre-
sponds to a sub-trajectory  and is defined as a tuple ( , , 

, ), where  defines whether the episode is a 
STOP/MOVE. MBB corresponds to  and is a tuple ( , , ) 
where holds the spatial properties and is the bounding rectangle of  
and [ , ] holds the temporal properties and is the temporal period in 
which  exists. Furthermore, is a … which incorporate the semantic in-
formation. For example, for STOPs it could be the POI and the corresponding 
activity that the object had there, while for MOVEs could be the road type 
and the mean of transportation used to traverse the specific road. Finally,
ly,  is a link to .  
Consequently, a semantic trajectory of a moving object is defined as a 

triple  where ,  is the unique 
identifier of the moving object and the unique identifier of the semantic trajec-
tory of the moving object, respectively, and  is a sequence of consecutive 
(w.r.t time) episodes belonging to the same trajectory . 
 
 

4.4 Network 

 
Also another very important element, that data generator takes as input, is the 

underlying road network and its characteristics. So The road network  is actually 
a graph  composed of a set of vertices  , a set of 

 connecting those vertices. Each edge of the road 
network is described by a number of attributes like , the max-
imum capacity of each edge with . Additionally, 
there exists a  function which restricts the maximum 
speed of  by a further limit, if during a time interval the edge usage 
( ) is greater than the maximum capacity of . An 
additional important element of the generator is the set of points of interest  of 
the area that we would like to simulate.  
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4.5 POIs Db table 

 
The last element that our proposed data generator takes as input is the set of 
POIsEach point of interest  is a tuple that consists of 

 where  is the unique identifier of each ,  is a spatial 
point  denoting its location and  is a set of tags stating its underly-
ing utility. 

 

4.6 Moving Objects 

How is moving objects being modeled? 

Each one belongs to an object class objClass(obj) and for each object class a max-
imum speed objClassMaxSpeed(objClass) is defined. Furthermore the speed of an 
object on an edge objSpeed(obj,edge,time) is restricted by the maximum speed of 
its object class and the maximum speed on the edge. 

objSpeed(obj,edge,time) < objClassMaxSpeed(objClass(obj)) 

objSpeed(obj,edge,time) < edgeMaxSpeed(edge,time) 

 

4.7 External Impacts (External Objects) 

In real life every movement is influenced by external events (weather con-

ditions etc) .In order to simulate those events we are trying to introduce the 

external objects which have grouped by similar characteristics. So they are 

grouped by: 

• lifetime  We can produce external objects active from the beginning to 

the end others that are created at timestamp1 and deleted at 

timestamp2 (timestamp1< t timestamp2). 
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• Mobility. We have static and moving external objects. 

• Shape. External objects having a static shape and others that 

change their spatial extension over the time. 

The basic properties of such external objects are: 

• The position and extension of the object area(extObj,time). The at-

tribute area is time dependable.  

• The affiliation to an object class objClass(extObj), which describes 

basic properties like the speed and the lifetime of an external object. 

•  The speed reduction in the area of an external object is determined 

by the attribute decreasingFactor of the corresponding object class. 

Now, a further limit to the maximum speed on an edge can be defined: 

edgeMaxSpeed(time,edge) < edgeClassMaxSpeed(edgeClass(edge)) ■ 

minimum ({decreasingFactor(objClass(extObj)) with loc(edge) Π ar-
ea(extObj,time) Φ 0}) 
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5 Implementation 

5.1 Brinkhoff generator analysis 

Brinkhoff generator in its initial state is described below. 
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Figure 13. BRINKHOFF generator in action 

 
    The moving object generator provided by Thomas Brinkhoff is based on 
the observation that objects movement follows network pattern (vehicles, 
people moving in a city even aircrafts flight obeys to network rules although 
invisible). So, almost no objects can be moved outside of the network. The 
generator's time model is as follows: We assume that the whole movement 
period is divided by a number (m) of time stamps. At each time stamp, new 
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moving objects are generated and previous objects are moved or are deleted 
(if they reach their destination).There are many classes to which moving ob-
jects belong and they specify the behavior of each moving object (e.g. max 
speed).Also each edge contains a number of edges and specifies some of their 
characteristics (speed limit, capacity). In case the number of objects moving 
on an edge exceeds its maximum capacity, edge's speed limit will be de-
creased. 

In addition, extra features (external objects) are implemented in order to 
influence movement (weather conditions etc).Some of them, exist over the to-
tal period when others are generated in a time stamp and deleted later. During 
their influence on a moving object they change its speed according to their 
class’s speed limit. 

How many new objects are generated per time stamp or which is the start 
position or the destination position depends on time. Although a moving ob-
ject’s route is computed once at the beginning during its creation, it will 
change in the next time stamps if an external object or other moving objects 
influence it.  

As stated in section [3.2] Brinkhoff data generator implements a number 
of characteristics that make a moving object data generator more efficient. 

(i), (ii). Allows user to define movement features such as maximum 
speed, agility, direction and influence the moving object's movement. So this 
data generator can not only create objects that their movement is constrained 
to a subjacent network but also  takes into account many other attributes of 
the network, such as the capacity, the maximum speed etc, that influence cre-
ated moving object's movement. 

(iii). Furthermore this generator create moving objects that can fully in-
teract and affect or not other object’s movement. 

(iv). A final characteristic that this generator adopts is that its generated 
objects are divided into groups (classes) with different features and mobility 
patterns. 

 

5.2 Our Proposed Algorithm 

 
As already stated above, the input of the semantic “aware” generator is a Semantic 
Mobility Database , the number of objects per “profile”  to be generated, a road 
network ,  a spatial database containing points of interest , the desired sam-
pling rate  of the output during STOP episodes, the max-
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imum simulation time and the maximum speed per profile per epi-
sode  and. The latter two parameters are either given as input 
by the user or can be derived from the “profiles” that are given as input. The out-
put of the generator is   semantic trajectories and the corresponding raw 
network constrained trajectories. 

Briefly, the methodology is as follows. Initially, the generator loads the road 
network  (line 1). Then, for every object it calculates its respective STOP 
nodes with respect to the STOP episodes of the input,  (line 3-7). The 
Brinkhoff generator for every object computes a position , by using a two-
dimensional distribution function, assuming a uniform distribution, or a network 
distribution function, and then determines the nearest node of the network which 
plays the role of the .In contrast to that, the current approach in order to 
compute the STOPs, takes into account the episode’s MBB, its semantic annota-
tion and the set of points of interests along with their underlying utility. Actually, 
the  set is stored in a database. Each tuple consists of the fields 

 properly indexed with an R-Tree index on the  field and 
a B-Tree index on the  field. In addition to the  set, the road network is 
also stored in a database. Each tuple contains the fields   
properly indexed with a R-Tree index on the  field. Considering the 
above, the POIs where the  overlaps the  and the 

 equals the , are returned (line 4-5). Subsequently, the 
nearest node of those POIs is retrieved from the road network relation where by 
posing a 1-NN query (line 6). If there are more than one node in the result set then 
we select randomly one of them (line 7). On the contrary, the Brinkhoff genera-
tor’s destination node of each object is determined by a separate function than the 
origin node, getting the starting node and preferred length of the route, which is a 
user-defined function, as additional parameters. Having determined all the 

nodes of every object, it’s a trivial task to compute the route between 
two consecutive STOP nodes, which is actually the for every object, 
by calling the Brinkhoff generator’s functionality for routing (lines 11). The rout-
ing algorithm used by the generator is actually a variation of the A* algorithm. At 
this point, since the moving objects are initialized, the STOP nodes for each object 
are defined and the MOVEs for moving between the consecutive STOP nodes is 
computed, it’s time for the actual simulation to take place. Therefore, the simula-
tion time for the current episode is initialized (line 13) and while it hasn’t exceed-
ed the maximum simulation time (line 14), for every object (line 15), if its current 
position is not a STOP node (line 20) then, if there is a strong deviation of the cur-
rent speed from the expected speed (e.g. if the car is in a traffic jam) and enough 
time has passed since the last computation of the route then a different route 
should be computed (lines 21-24), on any other case continue the predefined rout-
ing (line 25). The expected speed is calculated by taking into account the maxi-
mum speed of the profile for the specific episode, the maximum allowed speed 
and the maximum capacity of the edge. If the current position is a STOP node and 
the moving object hasn’t stayed long enough to with respect to the duration 
of , then the current position is set as the next position (lines 44-45). If the 
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moving object has stayed long enough to with respect to the duration of 
  then move to the next STOP (lines 47). ++ 

 
 
Algorithm  
Input: set of Profiles , number of objects per profile , road network ,  a set of 
points of interests , the maximum simulation time , the maximum 
speed per profile  
Output: Synchronized Semantic and GPS Trajectories 

 
1 load( ) 

2 for i in 1..NumOfObjects do 

3 for j in 1..  do 

4  overlaps  

5  =     

6  

7  

8  

9  =  

10     if j > 1 then 

11  

12  

13  = 0 

14 while  do 

15    for i in 1..NumOfObjects do 

16   if  then 

17    if  > and 

18  then 
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19  

20  =  

21 ++ 

22    else   =  

23 ++ 

24   else  

25    if  

26      if  > and 

27  then 

28  

29  =  

30 ++ 

31      else   =  

32 ++ 

33   else  

34    if  

35      if  > and 

36  then 

37  

38  =  

39 ++ 

40      else   

41  =  
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42 ++ 

43       else 

44      if  then 

45  =  

46 ++ 

47      else   =  

48 ++ 

49   Report  

50 ++ 

51 for i in 1..NumOfObjects do 

52 for j in 1..  do 

53 for k in 1..NumOfReportedPos do 

54     if  

55 =  

56   else 

57 =  
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6 Hermoupolis Framework 

6.1 Input elements analysis 

As seen above Brinkhoff generator needs enrichment in order to become 
competitive. It lacks of many characteristics that a semantic aware generator 
should have. This is what we have done. Our proposed generator although based 
in Brinkhoff generator engine, enriches it with many new features and turns it in-
to a very functional semantic “aware” generator. Below is the analysis of ele-
ments that are   

 

6.1.1  Generator's network  

The proposed generator is able to read the network representation from files or 
from an Oracle database. In our implementation it needs, two binary files describ-
ing the nodes and the edges of the network. In order to use existing files from 
OSM , tools can be used to transform them into this file format. Currently, two 
open source tools exist which allow using TIGER/Line Files. 

 
 
The conversion from shapefiles to the proper format for the network source 

files is described below. 
The shapefiles to be used have been downloaded from open street maps (OSM) 

have to be properly modified using open source tools (like quantum gis desktop, 
MapWindow gis etc) in order to contain proper information about predefined re-
gion.(in our case Attiki). 
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Figure 14.Quantum GIS editing Attiki shapefile 

 
 
The tool used for converting the shapefiles to proper format is the one available 

to BRINKHOFF website, called shapeNetworkFileManager. The sw has been 
written in java and exports two files .node and .edge describing all the nodes and 
edges for the network that will be constructed, in a simple syntax. In order to 
achieve more detailed conversion and obtaining more information from the source 
files (OSM data) that will finally passed to the generator, the sw has been enriched 
with new methods and some of the old have been modified. Thus, to its last edi-
tion it exports not only the old .node and .edge files but also a .info that contains 
all the initial information needed.  

 

 
Figure 15. ShapeNetworkFileManager  modified methods used for con-

verting  shapefiles in network files (.node,.edge,.info) 
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Thereafter the generator loads the created network. It has various methods im-

plemented that not only convert the initial x, y coordinates derived from the OSM 
files to a different format, suitable for the generator, but can also store the original 
values for future usages. Figure 16 shows the class diagrams of the java packages 
that are responsible for reading the network files and create the network map that 
is displayed to generator's graphical user interface. 
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Figure 16. ShowNetworkMap Class Diagram 
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Figure 17.LoadDrawables Class Diagram 
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Figure 18.ShowMap Class Diagram 

 
 
 
In current state, after reading the original network files generator exports two 

files containing the information about the generated edge's and node's characteris-
tics (node id, edge id, edge capacity, edge max speed etc) in order to be used by 
oracle RDMS to create the spatial network with the exact attributes as the afore-
mentioned network. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.1.2  DB Network Creation - POIs 

In order to store the set of Points of interest and to create the spatial network a  
spatial database is needed. Although many open source databases exist, Oracle 
RDBS spatial capabilities are outstanding. Its geospatial data features support 
complex geographic information systems (GIS) applications, enterprise applica-
tions, and location-based services applications, augmenting the Oracle Database 
Locator feature, which provides storage, analysis, and indexing of 2D location da-
ta accessible through SQL and standard programming languages.  
 
Some of these spatial features are: 

• Spatial manipulation and analysis such as buffer generation, linear refer-
encing 

• Complete geocoding engine and routing engines 
• Storage, indexing, and analysis of image and gridded raster data 
• A persistent topology data model and schema for land management ap-

plications 

As mentioned  above data generator takes as input a spatial database containing 
points of interest (POIs).The source for obtaining the data in order to create such a 
database has been decided to be openstreet maps (OSM) which contains a very 
large amount of information for every place in the world. Except from the table 
containing the POIs, a spatial network of the same area with the network that will 
be used as input for loading from the generator, must be created. There are two 
reasons for the creation. Firstly it will be used by the spatial queries and the other 
reason is for testing purposes. 
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There are a few things to be done before database creation. Data derived from 
OSM, contain sometimes incomplete information (speed limitation for each street 
etc) and thus must be filtered and adjusted to the real traffic conditions. Many 
open source tools are available for osm data files editing. One of the most efficient 
is the QGIS for desktop use. After data preparation they can be inserted to spatial 
database using the oracle's sql developer and especially georaptor (spatial exten-
sion). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 19. Georaptor - a spatial extension of sql developer 

 
 

6.1.3  Semantic Database 

Currently the generator takes as input the output of the semantic db in a .csv 
format. This output contains all semantic elements that are needed for the scenario 
to be created and loaded by the generator. Figure 18 shows the typical structure of 
this semantic output. Below is a column by column analysis of the semantic DB 
aiming to better understanding of the scenario elements. 

• Columns A,B,D ( object_id, sem_traj_id, sem_traj_tag) combined 
constitute the unique identifier of a semantic trajectory. 
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• Subsequently columns A-C ( object_id, sem_traj_id, epis_id) com-
bined constitute the unique identifier of a semantic sub_trajectory. A 
sequence of semantic sub_trajectories compose a semantic trajectory 
as properly defined in section. 

• Column E (srid) gives the Spatial Reference System Identifier (SRID) 
used in semantic. It is required since we must be sure that the coordi-
nates given by the semantic db are in agreement with those used for 
network creation, else every spatial query will return false results.  
 
All the remaining columns give the rest of information for a semantic 
sub_trajectory definition.  
More detailed. 

• Column F (epis_def_tag) defines the kind of the sub_traj. (Stop - 
Move) 

• Column G (epis_epis_tag) gives a description of the stop area (if 
sub_traj is a STOP) and the description of the MOVE in case of a 
MOVE sub_traj, while column H (epis_activ_tag) describes the activi-
ty during a STOP episode and the means of transport in case of a 
MOVE. 

• Columns F-X give the dimensions of the spatiotemporal boxes of each 
sub_traj. For example epis_minx, epis_miny give the value of the bot-
tom left point of the spatial rectangle. 

• Column Y (distance_covered) provides the value of the Euclidean dis-
tance  covered by each episode. This value can also be computed by 
the pre given spatial dimensions of the sem_sub_traj. 

• Column Z (duration_sec) provides the value of the sem_sub_traj dura-
tion that could also be computed by the pre given temporal dimensions 
of the sem_traj. 

• Columns AA,AB,AC (top_speed, avg_speed, speed_var) give infor-
mation about the speed and its variations during a sem_sub_traj. 

• Lastly the column AD (number of profiles) gives the value for the 
number of sem_sub_traj we want to generate for each given semantic 
sub trajectory. (number of generated moving objects) 
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Figure 20.Semantic Db output that will be used as input for generator 

(part 1) 
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Figure 21.Semantic Db output that will be used as input for generator 
(part 2) 
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Figure 22. Semantic Db output that will be used as input for generator 
(part 3) 

 
There is also a button in the interface that helps the user select the proper se-

mantic file. After loading the information of the input file it calls a specific meth-
od that compiles it and stores it in various structures (jtextfields etc) for future use. 
The procedure with the structures are shown in figures 19, 20. 

 
   
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 23. Loading Scenario File 
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Figure 24. Classes used by generator to store the input semantic Scenario 
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6.2 Computing the motion 

After reading the scenario file and storing the information in the appropriate 
structures (jtextfields) as described before, the generator is ready to generate the 
semantic trajectories but does nothing until user decides to do so. There is a meth-
od called by a button (user action required) that does the following.  

6.2.1  Moving Objects creation. 

In the first step the generator initializes everything. Then it creates the prede-
fined number of moving objects divided in classes that each one adopt the charac-
teristics of the semantic sub trajectories given by the preloaded scenario file. Be-
sides a number of other attributes each moving object stores in various structures, 
it also stores the trips that must follow during its lifetime that each one consist of a 
couple of STOP and MOVE. Furthermore the STOP implementation is as follows. 

 6.2.2  STOP episode 

As said before every trip consists of a STOP and a MOVE episode. But what 
does a STOP episode means for a moving object? The created moving objects ,as 
described in section 6.2.2, stores the information about their routes that consist of 
STOP and MOVE episodes. More analytically, in order to compute the corre-
sponding network node for every STOP, a 1-NN query is posed to the table con-
taining the POIs that returns a list of the NN nodes of the POIs that are contained 
to STOP episode's spatial box. If the returned list has more than one element then 
one of them is randomly selected. Obviously, since the aforementioned procedure 
is repeated many times (equal to the number of generated moving objects) many 
objects will store different nodes for the same STOP episode.  

Besides spatial info the aforementioned semantic file that generator takes as in-
put contains temporal info for each episode which means that the moving object 
should remain at the same STOP node for a predefined (simulation time) dura-
tion.(Calls a method that simply returns the same node as the next node of moving 
object's route. Also another user defined variable called StopSimulationTime is 
used in order to define the number of  samples that the STOP duration is divided, 
the simulation time units that an object should remain at the same node. 
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6.2.3  MOVE episode 

 
After computing all the STOP nodes of every object, computing the corre-

sponding MOVE episode (actually the route between two consecutive STOP 
nodes) is implemented by calling the BRINKHOFF generator's routing functional-
ity. It is implemented by pressing the compute button which calls the compute () 
method. The critical point here is that the routing algorithm for every moving ob-
ject should be called only after the number of simulation time samples that the ob-
ject should not move from the current stop node. 

The routing algorithm used by the generator is actually a variation of the A* al-
gorithm. If moving object's current position is not a STOP node then, if there is a 
strong deviation of the current speed from the expected speed (e.g. if the car is in a 
traffic jam) or form an external object (very strong winds etc) and enough time has 
passed since the last computation of the route so the algorithm computes a differ-
ent route, on any other case continue the predefined routing. There are two boole-
an methods describing the two cases that the algorithm computes a newer route 
than the predefined one. 

1. computeNewRouteByEvent (time, timeOfLastComputation).This 

function allows simulating external events. In a simple version, it 

may return "true" if time minus timeOfLastComputation is larger 

than a given threshold. 

2. computeNewRouteByComparison  (time, 

timeOfLastComputation, currentSpeed, expectedSpeed) 
This function allows simulating the reaction in the case of a strong deviation 

between the current speed and the expected speed on an edge. 
 The expected speed is calculated by taking into account the maximum speed of 

the profile for the specific episode, the maximum allowed speed and the maximum 
capacity of the edge. 

 The STOP node of the first STOP episode and the STOP node of the last 
STOP episode for every moving object compose the beginning and the end of the 
semantic sub_trajectory. 

6.3 The Report 

The generator in its current state supports three types of reporting: 
 

• The report of the raw trajectories in a simple text file, 
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• The report of the semantic trajectories in a semantic database table 

and (figure 21) 
 

• An ad-hoc visualization of the generated moving objects (figure 22) 
 

 
 

Figure 25. Semantic Trajectories Report Table Structure 
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Figure 26.Visualization of generated objects 
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7 Validation Study 

7.1 The Input 

 
After completing requirement analysis  and the design and implementation of 

our generator we validate all those things we claimed before by the following ex-
ample. 

 
Input: set of Profiles , number of objects per profile , road network ,  a set of 
points of interests , the maximum simulation time , the maximum 
speed per profile  

• Semantic file (semantic DB output) including number of objects for 
the given profile (we will run the example for only one profile),the 
maximum simulation time and the maximum speed for the profile 
(figure 23). 
 

• Attiki Road Network (figure 24). 
We used a very useful tool available from Oracle for spatial network 
visualization  and analysis that is called Oracle Spatial Network Data 
Model Editor.  
 

• POIs TBL (figure 25). 
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Figure 27.Semantic file fiven to generator as input (part 1) 

 

 
Figure 28.Semantic file fiven to generator as input (part 2) 
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Figure 29. Semantic file fiven to generator as input (part 3) 
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Figure 30.Attika_Network 
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Figure 31.Visualization of the database table containing the POIs in        
Attiki (part 1) 
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Figure 32. Visualization of the database table containing the POIs in        
Attiki (part 2) 
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Figure 33. Visualization of the database table containing the POIs in        

Attiki (part 3) 
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Figure 34. Visualization of the database table that contains the POIs in   
Attiki (part 4) 

 
 

7.2 The Computation of motion 
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After loading the above Network and the semantic file the generator is at the 
status shown in fig 26 waiting for semantic trajectories generation.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 35. Hermoupolis after loading the scenario file 

 
 
After calling the compute() method and finished with semantic trajectories gen-

eration the generator looks like figure 27.Notice the max time for simulation that 
has been set to 400 in order to complete all the moving objects their trajectories. 
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Figure 36.Hermoupolis in time 79 

 

 
 

Figure 37.Hermoupolis after generation 
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7.3 The Report 

Figures 36,37,38  show the semantic output after semantic trajectories genera-
tion for moving object id 7. 

 
 

 
Figure 38.Semantic output for object id 7 (part1) 
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Figure 39.Semantic output for object id 7 (part2) 
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Figure 40.Semantic output for object id 7 (part 3) 
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8 Conclusion – Feature Work 

 
We tried to build  a moving object generator that complies with previous stated 

algorithms and achieves as much as possible of the above characteristics. As far as 
we know a generator like HERMOUPOLIS has not been proposed yet in the liter-
ature. 

We have taken an already capable generator (Brinkhoff generator) and tried to 
enrich it in a way that it could generate both raw and enriched (semantic) trajecto-
ries based on general information that are given as input. Also it tries to simulate 
the real life motion of object groups besides unexpected changes that could be 
caused by various reasons. 

This kind of generation will help one to understand, and hence resolve prob-
lems created by the movement of objects involved with traffic, analysis and thus 
rescue of groups of endangered animals etc. We hope that not only researchers  
but everyone that needs to produce such kind of data will find our generator very 
helpful. 

The next step that should be done as a future work is to give the people the abil-
ity to access the generator through a web interface besides placing their own da-
tasets and accessing the output semantic data. 
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